YASCNA Agenda

YASC AGENDA
Open with Serenity Prayer @ 10:01 am on 11/10/19
12 Traditions – Barb F
12 Concepts – Scott D
Service Prayer – Stephanie B

Roll Call and GSR Reports
1. A New Light – Christine C-GSR, avg=12, newcomers=0, donation=$60
2. Basic Text Study – Chuck- GSR, avg=32, newcomers=0, donation=$0
3. Biscuits & Gravy – Carl-alt gsr, avg=30, newcomers= 7, donation=$14
4. CandleLight – ABSENT Mallory gave report, avg=71, newcomers=5, donation=$15
5. Dopeless Hope Fiends – Jason M-gsr, avg=40, newcomers=7, donation= $61
7. Lunar Nooner – Scott D-GSR, avg=31, newcomers=9, donation= $55
8. Lost & Found – Vince M-GSR, avg=59, newcomers=16, donation=$5
10. We Do Recover- Tyler-alt gsr. Avg=50 , newcomers=11, donation=17
11. Girls Gone Clean- Krista S-GSR, avg=47, newcomers=13, donation= $107
12. No Matter What- Devin J-GSR, avg=23, newcomers=0, donation= $56
13. Serenity Saturday- Ray C-GSR, avg=11, newcomers=0, donation= $49
14. No Addict Left Behind- Krystle- alt gsr, newcomers=22, newcomers=10, donation=$28
15. Brothers In Recovery- Mike C-gsr, avg=10, newcomers=5, donation=$20
16. The Amenders- Stormhawk-gsr, avg= 15, newcomers=2, donation=$20

Note: 14 of 16 GSRs are present. Quorum is established.

Officers and Reports:
Chair- Travis G- nominations/resumes today
Vice Chair – Alex T- nothing to report.
RCM1 – Trent C- SEE ATTACHED REPORT.
RCM2- DJ J- nothing to add- grateful to serve.
H & I – Rhonda B- Dom is good, Juvi is good. US vets reached out to us again. Ray and Dave are going to see as well as hillside. Needed another $150 for thanksgiving feast. Hillside and the Dom need basic texts. Ordered 10 for the Dom and 5 for hillside, also 20 white books. Ended up giving her 5 for the Dom instead because this was over budget.
PR – Mallory B-T-shirt sales turned in $90 ($15 to may invoice). Nothing exciting to report, PR needs members especially to fill racks.
Activities – Aaron K- starting balance from Halloween event was $275, expenses were $273.36. returned 365 from event. Requested $275 fr the thanksgiving event.
Treasurer – Ray- starting balance was $5,740.82
Literature – Dave M- Purchased $619.71 @ NAWS. Brought in $623.95 today.
Secretary – Bailey M- Address must b wrong for NAWS, I have not received anything in the PO box from them in a while-newletters or anything. We need to look into that

Break @ 10:31 Reconvened @ 10:46
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Note: 14 of 16 GSRs are present. Quorum is established.

Open Forum-
Joe W- (hospitality chair for NACONA) homegroups will be covering the suite for the event. Would like to have willing groups at the next area.
Devin- NACONA squeeze squad information and welcome chair
Terry- Registration chair
All need support.

Old Business-
Mallory B-new shirts that were printed are $25 each. $482 was spent on the debit card. Big discussion about the t-shirts, they are much nicer but cost more to make and it would be more affordable to order more at once if we want the nicer materials. Maybe even order tanks, t-shirts, and long sleeve in one big order instead of seasonal orders once we have a new design.

New Business-
Resumes and nominations. These are who we have running for the positons. Bring your votes back to area next Sunday!
Chair- John G was nominated
Vice chair- Scott D
RCM 1- DJ J
RCM 2-
H&I- Christine C
PR-
Activities- Aaron was nominated
Treasurer- Ray P no resume but has been in position
Literature- Stephanie B
Secretary- Mallory B
If you would like information on any of the resumes contact me I have them. Also we did not have nominations for vice treasurer on accident and will be doing that at the next area.

End of Business
Treasure’s Final Report-
Income: Donations 7th=$555
Lit= $623.95
Activities= $365
t-shirts= $90
(total income= $1633.95)
Expenses: Activities=$275
H&I= $150 for event? and $10 for rent
Rent for area= $20
Lit= $619.71
-t-shirts were 483, phone 77.65, storage 50 (on card prior)
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(total expenses= $1174.71---this number may be wrong because the H&I 150 was not on the sheet and im unsure if they received it or not)
Ending balance of $6200.06
Close Meeting  1st Chuck B 2nd Ray C
Meeting adjourned @ 11:59 am with 3rd Step Prayer.